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D-meson decay in the 1/X expansion
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Exclusive decays of the D meson into K m. , K p+, K* m. +, K* p+, and K A,+ are reanalyzed

using the 1/N expansion, X being the number of colors, and recent data on semileptonic D decays. Ex-

cept for the D ~K A l+ decay rate, which is smaller than the measured value by a factor of 4, the other

decay rates are found to be more or less in agreement with experiment.

PACS number(s): 13.25.+m, 11.15.Pg, 14.40.Jz

Nonleptonic two-body D-meson decays, because of
their dominant contribution to the total D-meson decay
rate, could help us to understand the large D+-D life-
time difference, which has not been completely under-
stood from an inclusive approach to D decay (the specta-
tor model) [I]. The study of these exclusive D decay
modes involves, however, knowledge of both the hadron-
ic matrix elements of the effective nonleptonic decay La-
grangian and the strong final-state interaction, which lie
outside the framework of perturbative QCD; therefore, it
can only be done at the phenomenological level and must
be based on the vacuum insertion approximation or fac-
torization hypothesis, as was the attempt to explain the
hI =

—,
' rule for nonleptonic K decays.

Though a large deviation from the vacuum insertion
approximation is expected in nonleptonic K decays, for
D-meson nonleptonic decays, such a deviation might not
be important enough to produce a large discrepancy with
data since a recent analysis of exclusive nonleptonic B de-
cay [2] indicates that factorization should work better for
a heavy-quark system. Thus factorization when com-
bined with final-state interactions should provide a good
description of nonleptonic D decays. Since final-state in-
teractions cannot be taken into account easily, it would
be simpler to neglect these effects altogether under cer-
tain approximations. Following the initial success of the
factorization hypothesis for D decays obtained by Bauer
et al. [3], we are led to the I /N expansion approach ad-
vocated by Buras et ai [4]. Since t.he work of Ref. [3],
new data have been accumulated for semileptonic and ha-
dronic decays, and, with the recent measurements of the
form factors in D+ ~K* ev decays [5,6], it is now possi-
ble to carry out an analysis of many two-body D decays
in the 1/N expansion without using the quark model for
the form factors involved and to test the predictions
against these new data.

The purpose of this paper is to present an analysis of
the main hadronic decay modes of D using information
from both hadronic v. decays and the recent data on semi-

leptonic D decays. We find that the D ~K m+ decay
rate is larger than the measured value by 66%%uo, the
D ~K 3,+ decay rate is smaller than the measured
value by a factor of 4. The D ~K* ~+ decay rate is

C+ +C
c 1

c+ —c
7 (2)

c+ and c, are functions of AQCD and the scale parameter

p with c+c =1.
By performing a Fierz reordering X,tt can be written as

a product of two color-singlet V-A currents [4,3,7]:

6
—V,*, V„d [a, (ud )H(sc )H+ a2(uc )H(sd )H ],
2

(3)

where the index H indicates the change to hadron field

operators and

a) =c]+ c2 a2=c2+ c] (4)

In the factorization hypothesis (also called the vacuum
insertion approximation) the nonleptonic decay matrix
elements of XH can be written as a product of two ha-

dronic currents with the matrix elements taken in all pos-
sible ways among hadrons in the initial and final state.
The nonleptonic decay amplitudes thus contain a
charged-current term with a strength a

&
and a neutral-

current term induced by the short-distance QCD effects
with a strength az. Three classes of decays can then be
classified as done by Bauer et al. [3]: those induced by
the charged current (class I), those induced by the neutral
current (class II), and those in which both charged and
neutral currents participate (class III). Examples of de-

cays are D ~h,+hz for class I, D ~h, hz for class II

also smaller than experiment by a factor of 2 if the new
E653 data on the D ~K* form factors are used instead
of the E691 data. For the decays D ~K p+ and
D ~K* p+, the computed decay rates are in reason-
ably good agreement with experiment.

Our starting point is the following standard effective
Lagrangian for the Cabibbo-favored charm decay [3]:

G
—V,', Vd[c, (ud )(sc)+c2(uc)(sd )] .

afar ~2 cs ud I

The coefficients c&, cz represent the well-known QCD
short-distance effects [7] defined in terms of c+ and c
by
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( h i and h 2 are light hadrons), and the D + decays for
class III. The D decay amplitudes can now be directly
obtained from the corresponding semileptonic D decays
and from hadronic ~ decays since the ~ lepton and the D
meson are nearly degenerate in mass. Since SU(3) is a
good symmetry of strong interactions, class II and III de-

cays can also be obtained in principle from the charged-
current matrix elements via SU(3) symmetry.

It was noticed a long time ago [7] that if we use the
value of a2 given in Eq. (4) with N =3, class II decays are
strongly suppressed relative to class I by a large factor
due to the cancellation between the c

&
and cz terms in az.

This is in disagreement with data which show that the
neutral two-body decay modes of D are not suppressed
[8], and clearly indicates that the naive factorization of
the nonleptonic weak interactions for charm decay into a
product of hadronic currents at the tree level as given in

Eq. (3) is not valid in general. As pointed out by Buras
et al. [4], the factorization hypothesis is valid only in the
limit N ~~. The O(1/N) terms due to soft-gluon effects
and final-state interactions of the hadrons in the decay
product could become important for X=3, and therefore
must be included in any calculation of exclusive D de-
cays. This is not possible at present. A more pragmatic
approach to D decay would be to ignore all terms of or-
der O(1/N), which, for N=3, should not be large
enough to affect drastically the qualitative feature of D
decays, especially for class I decays with a large a&

strength. Then the D decay amplitudes can be obtained
by the factorization contributions, while neglecting
O(1/N) terms in the coefficients a„a2 [see Eq. (4)], as
well as other O(1/N) terins due to a soft gluon in the ma-
trix elements of LH and final-state interactions. This is

the approach of Buras et al. [4]. They have analyzed a
large number of two-body D decay modes in this way and
obtained agreement with experiment to within a factor of
2. In the following we follow this approach using recent
information from semileptonic D decays. Since hadronic
D decays, by the factorization hypothesis, depend on the
form factors of the vector and axial-vector currents ob-
tained from semileptonic D decays, for convenience we
give here expressions for the semileptonic D ~Kev and
D~K*ev decay rates. For the D~K*ev decay, we use
the expression for the decay rate in terms of the helicity
amplitudes given in previous papers [9,10]:

with

GF~V ) g (M, mi q )

dq
~ 192m.3 M

(8)

Yo(q )= M+m)
2m)

(M —mi —
q )A, (q )

Y+(q )=q (M+m, )

X Ai(q )+

A(M m q )
A2(q )

(M+mi )

gl/2(M2 m2 2)

2 V( )
(M+mi)

(9)

M, m, and m
&

are, respectively, the D, K, and K meson
masses, and q is the square of the momentum transfer,
which is also the invariant mass of the lepton pair
squared. In the expressions for Y, the quantities V, A „
and Az are the three form factors for the vector- and
axial-vector-current matrix elements between D and K*
[11].These form factors have been measured by the E691
group [5] and more recently by the E653 group [6]. The
q dependences of the form factors f+, V, A „A2 are also
measured [12]; they are consistent with a single-pole be-
havior with the pole mass mi —-2. 1 GeV for f+, V, and
m „=25 GeV for A &, Az. Normalizing the form factors
at their q =0 values f+ (0), V(0), A, (0), A2(0), we have,
for example,

f+ (0)f+(q')=
1 —

q im„
(10)

For the decay D ~K*ev we have

I (D~K ev)=1.863~ V„~ F + X10" sec ', (12)

where

and similar expressions for V(q ), A, (q ), and A2(q )

with m z and m „as the pole mass for the V and A form
factors, respectively. We then obtain the semileptonic
decay rates

I (D ~Kev) = 1.527~ V„~ f+ (0) X 10' sec ' . (l l)

dr 21V 12~3/2(M2 m2 q2)
(D ~Kev) = ",

I f+ (q') I2;
dq M

(5)

F, = A i(0)+0.016V (0)+0.04432(0)

—0.332M, (0}A2(0}. (13)

for the D~E*ev decay we have

dr, dr dr
(D ~K *ev)= + +'

dq Gfq dq
(6)

A,(x,y, z, ) = (x —y —z)2 —4yz,

and the differential partial helicity decay rates are

where A, (x,y, z) is the usual phase-space factor defined as

In obtaining the above results, we have assumed a pole
dominance for the form factors. Actually, because of
phase-space suppression of the high lepton-pair momen-
tum region, a large part of the semileptonic decay rate
comes from the small q region, and an expansion in
powers of q for the form factors can be used to compute
the total sernileptonic decay rates, which are thus not
very sensitive to the detailed q dependence of the form
factors. We have used a linear expansion in q for the
form factors and found that the results obtained differ
from the pole-dominance form by a few percent. The
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f+ (0)=0.71+0.06, (14)

and for the D ~K* form factors, the E691 measurements
give

measured semileptonic decay rates [5,6, 12] then give the
following values for the form factors at q =0,

values of V(q ) and Az(q },we find

V(0)= l.06+0.3+0.20

A i (0)=0.53+0.08+0.05,

A ~ (0)=0.43+0. 15+0.11 .

(16)

V(0)=0.9+0.3+0.1,
A, (0)=0.46+0.05+0.05,

A2(0) =0.0+0.2+0. 1 .

(15)

The E653 group [6] more recently reported new mea-
surements on the form factors in D+~K* p+v decays
and gave a large value for A z(q ) relative to A &(q ) for
q up to 0.6q,„. From previous measurements of the2 2

D+~K" ev branching ratio [13] and from the relative

%'e see that while the measured values for A, (0) and
V(0) in both measurements are comparable, there is a big
difference in the value of A2(0), which is small in the
E691 data.

With these measured values for the form factors, we
now compute the class-I hadronic decay modes of D in
the 1/X approximation. For a single-particle state X, the
two-body D decay rates are given by a generalized expres-
sion [10] similar to the expression for hadronic r decays.
For the decay D ~K X, we have

I (D ~K X)=K f dq X'~ (M, m, q )f+(q )jk(M, m, q )[v, (q )+a, (q )]+(M —m ) ao(q )I,
0

where

c fGF ~ V,", V„~ ~K=
64m M

(17)

(18)

The quantities uJ, aJ (J=O. 1) are, respectively, the vector and the axial-vector spectral functions associated with the

hadronic state X, having total angular momentum J defined as [14]

g &OIJ„(0)IX&&XIJ„(0)10&(2~)'~'(q—px)=( —q'g„„+q„q, )[U, (q')+a~(q'}]+q„q„uo(q'), (19)

and can be extracted from the measured Cabibbo-favored hadronic ~ decays for which the rate is given by

GF'I V.d I'
1(r ~v&)= " f 'dq (m, —

q ) [(m, +2q )[U, (q )+a, (q )]+m~o(q )I .
327T m ~

Similarly, the D ~K* X decay rates are given by

(M —ml)
I (Do~K* X)=K f dq k' (M, m, , q )j Y(q )[U, (q )+a, (q )]+Ho},

0

with

(20)

(21)

2
M —mi

A&(q ) Az{q ) ao(q )
M+m)2m)

Y(q )= Y+(q )+Y (q )+Yo(q ),
M+m)

H2=g(M m2 q2)

(22)

We note in passing that if X is a multibody hadronic
state, Eqs. (17) and (21) are not the only contributions to
the multibody D ~K X and D ~K* X decay rates.
There are additional terms in which the cs currents lead
to emission of K and other nonstrange light hadrons.
These terms may be obtained from the inclusive sernilep-
tonic decays D~KXev and D~K'Xev and from ha-
dronic v. decays. Only in the case where these decays are
much less important than the decays D ~Ke v and
D ~K*ev can the multibody D decay rate be obtained to
a good approximation from Eqs. (17) and (21). If this is
the case, then many features of r decays (e.g., hadron

multiplicity) should also be qualitatively reproduced in
class-I D decays. In particular, the dominance of the
one-prong over the three-prong events in ~ decays is
translated into the dominance of the two-prong events
with one K in D decays. Actually, the analysis is more
complicated since events with a K can be contaminated
by the decays D ~K* X (class I}and D ~K* X (class
II) followed by the K*~Km. strong decays.

Returning to the two-body D decays in the 1/N ex-
pansion the decay rates now can be easily obtained from
Eqs. (17) and (21) with the single-particle vr, p, A, contri-
butions to the spectral functions [14]:
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ao(q ) =2m f„5(q ), 2 2

r(D +K— p+ }=
l

v' v
l A, (M, m, m )

c )GF

32~M p

5(q —m )
v, (q )=2mf

P

(23) 2

m' (30)

5(q m—q )
a, (q )=2nf„

m&

f =v'2m f X1.137 . (25)

The spectral functions v, (q ) and a&(q ) given in Eq.
(23) are only valid in the zero-width approximation. Be-
cause of the importance of the finite-width effects on the
v and D decay rates for a broad resonance such as the A

&

meson with a width of 400 MeV, instead of the 5-function
approximation for the spectral function, we shall use the
following Breit-Wigner forms of v&(q ) and a&(q ) for the
pand A, meson:

2
zv, (q )=-

~m (q —m )+m I'
P P P P

1 f~ m~r
a, (q )=-

~m (q —m )+m I

(26)

For the D ~K m+ decay rate we then obtain

r(D' K ~+)= I 2' 'M' 1—,IV;, V.&l'f'+(0),
327T M

(27)

where f =132 MeV is the usual pion decay constant and

fz is defined by

&0l V„(0)lp-) =f,.„, (24)

and similarly for f„.f is related to the p decay con-
stant extracted from the decay rate of p ~e+e, which
gives

in the zero-width approximation for the p meson.
Because of phase-space limitation and the large p-

meson width, a more accurate calculation has to be per-
formed with the Breit-Wigner form for the spectral func-
tion v&(q ). Using the pole-dominance form factor and
the Breit-Wigner form for v

& (q ), we obtain numerically,
for m =0.768 GeV and I =0.148 GeV,

I'(D ~E p+)=2. 694c& lV,', V„dl f+(0)X10" sec

(31)

I (D K p+)=1.764c, l V„ l
I'(D Kev) . (32)

We remark that the 5-function approximation for the
spectral function [given in Eq. (23)] gives a D ~K p+
decay rate larger than the above value by 14%. This
reduction in the D ~K p+ decay rate relative to the 5-
function approximation is similar to the reduction of the

+vp decay —rate found previously [15].
To compute the D ~K A &+ decay rate we shall use

the value of f„extracted from the r~vA, decay. For
convenience we give here the ~~v A, decay rate in terms
of the ~~vp decay rate. Using a Breit-Wigner form for
the spectral functions v, (q ) and a, (q ) [Eq. (26)], we
find

fq m
vA, )=0.495 I (r vp) .f m„

(33)

From the branching ratios of ~~vA
&

and ~+vp mea-
sured recently [8],

Instead of giving the decay rates in terms of the form
factor f+(0), we can also express the rates in terms of
the D —+Kev decay rate. We then find

or, numerically,

I (D ~K n.+)=1.865c, lV,*, V„dl f+(0)X10" sec

B(r-+ vp ) = ( 22.7+0.9 )%,
B(r~vA

~
)=(10.8+3.4)%%uo

we obtain

(34)

(28)

If we assume a pole dominance for the D ~K form fac-
tor f+, we can express the D ~K sr+ decay rate in
terms of the semileptonic D ~Kev decay rate. Using Eq.
(10), we find

I (D K m+)=1.221cf l V„d l

.I (D E e+v} . (29)

2 2

= (0.96+0.33 )
Pl g 77l

(35}

We note that this value for f„,extracted from the r
decay, is consistent with the theoretical value given by
the first Weinberg sum rule, which gives, using Eq. (25),

As mentioned earlier, this result does not strongly de-
pend on the q dependence of the form factor f+(q )
and, thus, can be used to predict the D ~K m+ decay
rate in the 1/1V expansion in terms of the semileptonic
D ~Kev decay rate.

For the decay D ~K p+, we have, similarly,

=0.61
2 2m„m (36)

The D ~K A,+ decay rate can now be computed in
term of f„. The 5-function approximation for a&(q )

gives
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c 6r(D' K-A,+)=,~V,*, V„,~'

X k (M rn m )f (m )
f~
P7l g

(37}

A more accurate result is obtained by using the Breit-
Wigner form for the spectral function a, (q ) given in Eq.
(26) for the D ~K p+ decay rate. We obtain, for
m „=1.260 GeV and I ~ =0.400 GeV and with the value

of f„obtained from r~v A, as given by Eq. (35),

I (D ~K A,+ )=(0.62+0.21)c,
~ V;, V„d ~

Xf+(0)X10"sec (38)

which is consistent with the value obtained with the
sum-rule value for f„. In fact, from Eq. (36), we get

which gives, in terms of the D ~Kev decay rate,

I (D K A,+ )=(0.40+0. 14)ci ~ V„d ~
I (D Kev),

(39)

r(D' K' p-+ )

FK*=2.442c,
~ V„„~ r(D K* e+v) .F (46)

As mentioned above, the finite-width effects reduce the
D ~K p+ and D ~K * p+ decay rates relative to the
zero-width approximation by 14% and 15%, respective-
ly. The situation is different for the decay D ~K A,+,
where the large width of the A, meson and the small

phase space increase the decay rate by 50% (for
I „=0.400 GeV).

To obtain the numerical values for the above decay
rates, we shall use the value of c& given by perturbative
QCD. For a value of the renormalization scale parame-
ter p=1.4 GeV, previous calculations of Buras et al. [4]
give c, =1.18, 1.24, and 1.30 for AQCD 100, 200, and
300 MeV, respectively. Thus, different values for AQCD
within experimental errors only change the computed
values for the decay rates by 10—20%, which is smaller
than the uncertainties in the 1/X approximation. In the
following we shall take c, =1.25 in our computed decay
rates. With

~ V„d ~
=0.9744 as given by the Particle Data

Group [8]; the recently measured branching ratio for the
semileptonic decay D ~K' e+v [12],

r(D K A,+)=0.253ci ~V„d~ I'(D Kev) . (40) B(D ~K* e+v)=(0.46+0. 13)B(D ~K e+v);

In the same manner, we can express the D ~K* m+

and D ~K' p+ decay rates in terms of the
D ~K* e+v decay rate. From Eqs. (21) and (22), and

using the spectral function ao(q ) in Eq. (23) and v, (q )

in Eq. (26), we get

I (D K" m+)=2. 35c7,
~ V,*, V„d~ F, X10" sec

(41)

B(D ~K ir+)=(6. 16+0.72)%,

B(D ~K p+)=(8.89+1.04}%,

B(D ~K A,+ )=(1.98+0.23)%,

(48)

(47)

and the measured value of (3.4+0.4)% for
B(D ~K e+v) [8]; we fin

where

F ~ =[A, (0)=0.35Aq(0)] (42)

where the value for the D ~K A,+ decay rate is ob-
tained with f„given by the Weinberg sum rule.

Comparing with the measured values [8,16]

In terms of the D ~K' e+v decay rate, we find, from
Eqs. (12) and (41},

r(D ~K' m+)

B(D ~K ir ),„p,=(3.71+0.25)%%uo,

B(D ~K p+),„,=(7.8+1.1)%,
B(D ~K A,+ ),„,=(7.8+1.5)%,

(49)

(43)

For the D ~K* p+ decay rate we obtain

r(D ~K* p+ ) =4.550c i ~ V,", V„„~ F, X 10" sec
K p

(44)

with

F g
= A i(0)+0.019V (0)+0.019A2(0}

K p

—0. 193A, (0)A2(0) .

In terms of the D ~K* e+v decay, we have

K*~=1.382c',
I V.&I' r(D' K' e+v) .

-
F

we see that the 1/N expansion reproduces reasonably
well the D —+K p+ decay rate. The prediction for
D ~K ir+ is somewhat larger than experiment (by
66%), which is not unexpected since final-state interac-
tions are important as indicated by the fact that the de-
cay amplitudes possess a phase [3]. For the decay
D ~K A,+, the disagreement with experiment is much
more serious since the 1/N expansion gives a decay rate
too low by a factor of 4 compared with experiment. Con-
trary to the previous result by Stech and co-workers as
quoted by Coffman et al. [16], we find that the finite-
width corrections do not increase the decay rate by a
large amount. This indicates that the 1/N expansion is
insufhcient to account for the large measured
D ~K A &+ decay rate. For the other decays, if we use
the form factors V, A measured by the E691 group as
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given in Eq. (15), from Eqs. (41) and (44),

B(D ~K* m'+)=(3. 01+1.18)%,

B(D ~K* p+)=(5.67+2.26)% .

With the new E653 data given in Eq. (16), we get

B(D ~K* n+) =(1.98+0.77)%,

B(D ~K ' p+ ) = (5.74+2.29)% .

(50)

(51)

We remark that the computed decay rates are sensitive
to the A&(0)Az(0) interference term, which would

strongly suppress the K* m+ mode relative to K* p+ if
the form factor A z is comparable to A I, as predicted by
the quark model [3] and found in the E653 measurements

[6]. Further measurements on the semileptonic
D~K*ev could resolve the inconsistency between the
E691 and the E653 data on the form factor Az(q ) and

provide us with an unambiguous prediction for the
D ~K' n.+ decay rate in the 1/N expansion. We note
also that the branching ratio we found for the decay
Do~K' p+ is smaller than the value of Bauer et al. [3]
by a factor of 4 due to the small values of A&(q ),

Az(q ), and V(q ) we took from the E691 data. Our

B(D ~K* n.+),„p,=(4.6+0.6)%,
B(D ~K* p+),„p,=(6.2+2.3+2. 0)%,

(52)

we find that the 1/N expansion also reproduces quite well
the K* p+ decay modes, within experimental errors.
The prediction for the K* n.+ mode is, however, smaller
than measurement by a factor of 2 if the new E653 data is
used. If the form factor A ~(q ) turns out to be large and
comparable to A, (q ), as found in the E653 data, then
the 1/N expansion somewhat underestimates the
D ~K' ~+ decay. This again indicates that, as shown
by Bauer et al. [3] with the D ~K n+deca. y, impor-
tant final-state interactions must be present to account
for the large measured decay rates for these two decay
modes.

computed value for the E691 data more or less agrees
with the Bauer-Stech-Wirbel set 1 (BSW1) as quoted by
Coffman et al. [16], who give (6.1+2.3)% for the
D ~K* p+ branching ratio, which is somewhat bigger
than our value obtained with finite-width correction for
the p meson. Comparing with the recently measured de-
cay rates [8,16]
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